
UN LOGO

A series of programmes about this planet and

what people are doing to itÿ

SWIRLING  .,.ÿIOG  CLOUDS
REDWOOD  I.ZLLIAIG      .     ÿ,   •   ",,

FIRST VIi;.ÿAGE Gÿ WOMAN=

I feel I owe it to this worldÿ to hhis eaÿhÿo0

FIRST VIL)_,/ÿ,GE GRÿ NOi@ÿN
ON CAM ¢ÿ

co,we have to do something to make this each
a good and livable place an<ÿ i feel recycling
is a little step in the right directiono

CYCLING  ACTIVITIES  AT
VILLAGE  G .Rÿ CENTER

NARRATOR VOÿ

Recycling may only be a little stepÿ but recycling

centers like this oneÿ run by volunteersÿ are

becoming a symbol of a gro'ÿ.Lng envÿnental

RECYCLING SCÿ CONT o

THIRD VILLAGE GREÿ WOMAN
ON CAMEÿ '

SECONDÿ VILLAGE  GREEN  WOMAN
ON CAMERA

I believe in recycllngÿ  I think we should not be

wastefulÿ  They should be reÿusedooo

and all the ecology is wrong if we throw
away things and waste them°

THIRD ÿLTÿGE GRF2ÿ WOMÿ,Nÿ=

You kÿowÿ I know as an indi'ÿidualÿ I know as far

as this center goes itts infinitesimal  It's

not really doing anythingoÿo

co€In terms of solÿg a problem°  But I
guess maybe it makes me feel betterÿ it
makes me get in eontact with other people
who feel the way I doÿ  It's a way of
maybe setting up some kind of network of
people who do care, so we can be a ÿssure
group, so you can go somewhere instead of
just ÿ sitting at home and saying wellÿ there
goes the plÿeto



STRIP MINE FOOTAGE
a,

SUÿ TITLEÿ THOUGH Tÿ
MIÿ ONCE MORE-

!

AER!ALS OF GUÿ LAND NARRATOR VOÿ

This is the problemÿ  the natural resources of

this planet are not going to last foreverÿ  In

fact many of them are going fast°  Strip miningÿ
J ,

Clearcuttingÿ the gutting of hills and deep into

the earth have left much of it barren and eÿdlaustedÿ

The raw or virgin materials we mineÿ to make the

products we thiÿ and say we need so muÿ are in

increasingly short supplyÿ

DISS ÿ TO MATCHING
GUTTED  EARTH  Sÿ  AERIAL

ZAMBIA  COPPER  PRODUCTION

In the United Statesÿ estimates are that without

imports or dlsQoveÿ of new depositsÿ established

reserves of oil and gas will last for only a few

more years€  There Vll probably be copperÿ zinc

and lead for two or more deeadeso  Forests are

being cut down faster than they can be replanted°.

Baÿz<ite is almost gone°  ÿd there's no manganese

left at allÿ

Developing countriesÿ like Zambia and Nÿlayslaÿ

rich in copper and iron oresÿ are depleting

their raw materials as fast as they canÿ tÿg te

link their national prosperity to material we@lth¢ÿ

But even these resourceÿrich lands will finally

run out° ,and what happens to them when they've

paid for their growth ÿth the nonrenewable ÿche8

of their land?



SUNRISE AT Dÿ

INOINERATOR  MONTAGE

< :,

STEEL MILL

LANDFILL SHOTS

DUMP SHOTS,,
KIDS IN DUMP

At the sÿ %ÿe developed counties are practicaÿy

burÿg themselves in their own waÿteÿ  What's been

taken from the earthÿ hasn't been retÿedÿ but

stacked and stocked in garbage heaps of indestruÿ

table plasticsÿ unÿnted tires and tin cans ÿ in

paper mountains of oneÿusÿnly packaging.  And

this jÿ doesn't just go away°  1% has to be put

somewhere o

Most of it ends up in pollutingÿ far-infested

open dÿuÿps o

Incinerators bul, n some of this trashÿ but not

enoughÿ  And they pollute the air with sraokeÿ gasesÿ

flyash and with drÿps of hydrochlorle aÿJid from

buÿing plastics°

Landfillsÿ where garbage is buried in layers and

mixed ÿlth earthÿ are another approach°  But cities

like New Yorkÿ where 30ÿ000 tons of garbage are

disposed of each day ÿill soon run our of places

to put it allo

If there ÿs an answer to some of these problems it ts

in recxelÿuÿ ÿ the taking of waste - of even pure

garbage and reproeessing it into new and valuable

materialsÿ  The idea is not only to limit the size

of trash heaps but to stop wasting the earth's

remaining resources°

Not that recycling is a new ideaÿ  Scrap steel hasÿ

been used to produce new steel for years.



Bottle ÿkÿrsÿ ÿellect and use ÿeyeled glaesÿ

And 'ÿbÿeÿr'manufacturers have been recycÿg

PAPER MILL FÿTAGE

COCI( ON OÿPÿ

Behind me you see some three or four thousand
tons of old 'newspaperÿ ÿ o

&ÿNeÿbuy the paper here°  Usuaÿy it comes in on

tÿeks in this bailed formÿ then we put it into

large beateÿ which beat the paper into aÿ pulpÿ

After which we feed the paper into a de-inking

systemÿ  We use Centrifugal cle'aners andwe use

brating screens and we use three stage washers

and-at the end of: the process we have finally

returned the pÿIp to the white oatmeal foÿ that

it" had eriglnallyÿ prior to the ink being placed

on the papero

NARRATOR VOÿ

Garden State's newsprint is sold to newspaper

publishers and then can be recycled and Used againÿ

And Garden State sells every pound of paper they

turn out because their newspÿnt is cheaper for

printers to buy than virgin stock°  Recycling is

working here ÿ it ls making moneyÿ because there ls

a market for these recycled goodsÿ  ÿatÿs perhaps

most important thoughÿ is that each ton of old

. ÿper Garden State. ÿ, recycles saves lÿ treeaÿ



WOODED 8HO ÿ

/

NORWOOD OLMSTEAD
ON CAMERA

TREE CUTTING

INDUSTRIAL  MONTAGE

Of courseÿ, not everyone agrees that used materials

should be r eÿycledÿ  Lÿnber companiesÿ holding

huge ÿraots. of forest laudÿ maintain that resources

should continue-to be harvested and that they ÿonÿt

run outo

NÿPJWO OIFIS ÿ!. FADjo

People seem to forget or donÿt reaÿze that
our forests are one of the few renewable natÿal
resources ÿe haveÿ  And if we donÿt keep
haxwesting them the trees will become old aÿd
decadent and useleÿ o

oÿTodayÿ we foresters have learned to manage our

landsÿ to cut themÿ harvest them in a proper manner

to ensure a continuous supply of timberÿ  We have

deep concern for all of these trees in the woodsÿ

We have te maintain a continuous forest in order

to provide the timber for our mill ÿown in Glenn

Fallsÿ  And if we don't do thisÿ you and I wonvt

have the forest products that we need for everyday

livingo

N R TOR vo .

Producers of virgin materials are favored economi-

callyo  They pay freight rate@ lower than those for

recycled goods°  industry is set up to use virgin

goedso  Millions of dollars are invested in miÿng

operations serving nearby factories and nÿlllsÿ  In

the United Statesÿ producers of virgin materials

are entitled to depletion allowanÿesÿ tax advantages



.and deduotioÿ for the cost of eÿloÿation ÿ none

of which aÿo given to eomÿes that are tÿ to

reuse., solld,ÿstesÿ  Because of thisÿ %he use of

recycled materials has deereasedÿ  Profitable

markets are haM, to findÿ  Sti]1ÿ around ÿworldÿ a

nÿnber of ÿportant attempts to make recycling work

are ÿqder wayÿ

JAPANESE GARBLE

r

Uÿ PÿT

In Japanÿ a eountÿ that has grown fast and affluentÿ

one of the consequences has been an aÿost

uncontrollable glut of garbage°  Osakaÿ Japan's

d largest eityÿ discharges moÿ than AÿO00 tons

of solid waste every dayÿ

incineration, and landfills can't handle the jobÿ

t at the Tezuka Refuse Processing Plantÿ a new

way of :dealing with the garbage oÿsis is in

eperatienÿ  The system is called "high compaction"@

It works by compressing refuse with hydÿuÿe

presses into Aÿfoot square blocksÿ

A eontÿinerÿÿ preÿloaded with wire netting% accepts

the reÿseÿ  The wireoopackaged garbage is then

coated with hoÿ asphalt ÿhieh seals and sanitizes ito

The recycled garbageÿ now in bloeksÿ is Used for

bui!dingÿ highway construction and land reclamaÿ

?,  ,,

The refuse of modern technology pÿes up in more

places than the dumpÿ



SÿDER SÿUÿCE

.. Minions of cars are decaying in autoÿgraveyardsÿ

And 'each year ntillions more are just left to rotÿ

Up to now there ÿsn't been an efficient way to

extract their most valuable component:  steel°

These scrap steel splinters are the end result

of the newest and most effective way so far of

recycling cars ÿ the giant shredderÿ

By the hundredsÿ flattened automobiles are fed

into the shredder°  Inside they fall deep into

the throat of the wXÿ where iron hsmmers and

knuckles grind them upo

What makes the shredder so efficient is that it

chops up so much so quicklyÿ  But while the

shredder has increased the capacity to recycle

carsÿ the. salvage indÿtry is still subject to

the ups and downs of scrap metal prioesÿ

GEORGE FOOTAGE

When the demand for steel is downÿ prices drop

and the total recycling of junk cars goes down tooÿ

The shredder isn't the only new way of recycling

abandoned earsÿ  In Belgiumÿ George & Coe useÿ

a freezing processÿ  The whole car

is crushed into a cubeÿ then frOzenÿ making the

metal brittle and easy to splinterÿ  And only when

frozenÿ says Georgeÿ can each ear be pulverized

in a matter of seconds into chips of scrap steel.



BÿTON

STo LOUIS SEGÿT

1,

Rubber tire.s are a refuse problem all over the

'world¢ '., ÿqen burnedÿ they pollute the air€  In

landfiÿsÿ., %hey keep popping up to the surface€

Drÿ No.an Braton at the University of Wisconsin

is recycling tirÿs through cryogenicsÿ  Braton

freezes the tires with liquid nitrogenQ  In this

Zroÿen state they become brittle and can be

fraÿented when passed through a haÿnermiÿ  The

sh/ttered tires are beaten into a powder and the

recycled rubber can then be used in the surfacing

of roadsQ
,?                 ",

Sky Harbor ÿrPOrfi in Arizona ÿd more than 300

, miles of roads in and arced Phoenix are the best

examples so far of a practical use for recycled

,ÿbber.o ÿ A .tough but elastic membrane is foÿed

when powdered rubber is mixed with hot asphaltÿ

This top sheet is spread on roads and makes them

more fleÿble than ordinary asphalte  They donlt

craekÿ are resistant to heat and cold and they

last longer'than conventional surfacingÿ

Potentially one of the most valuable experimen%e

in recycling is taking place at the Union Electric
'Companya in StJÿ Loÿisÿ Vÿssouri, Every day i/3

of the city's trash load is mixed with ÿal and

buxÿed to produce electricity.

At the processing plantÿ unsexed waste is sent

through a haÿexÿllÿ  Ferrous and nonÿferroÿ



ELECTRIC   POWER  PLANT

parts ÿ.e Separated outÿ  ÿeyÿre sold at a

proof as scrapÿ steel and alÿinum,

At a nearby electric power plantÿ pneumatic

feeders and blowers force the garbageÿ together

with pulverized coal into a steam furnace that

steadily produces 140ÿ000 kilowatts of power°

COUNTRY  SHÿS ÿ FRANKÿN

The Sto Louis process is a way of conserÿlng coal

reservesÿ converting garbage into energy and

dispos!ÿ.g of that garbage at the same timeÿ

Franklinÿ Ohi% a faÿing townÿ ÿhere for years

people have lived off the landÿ  Dairy faÿningÿ

raising cattle and hÿses ÿ growing thingsÿ

But even in a town as small as Franklin tb problem

of too much refuse became very roalÿ

DRo  JEAN  NOCK  ON  CAMERA

And with its countryside threatenedÿ this conÿnity

had 'to find a solutione

DR o JEAN NOCK VO:

I happen to be on the Board of Health and Iÿve

been a member of the Warren County Board of Health

for about 20 years ÿ 25 yearsÿ  Weÿve had a terrific

time with the ÿ o ÿ.

.,garbage in this countyÿ  People would take
their garbage out and dump it on some farmers
land and firet thing you knowÿ you have a
great big pileo  We donlt have that trouble
anymo re



IÿCYCÿNG PLANT NÿTOR VOÿ  .  ....

,ÿe reaSon iS %ha% Franklin really has done

Someÿg aÿut its ÿsteÿ They've built a

cycÿg'.plÿnt that takes all of the trash

klin and the surrounding towns have to

offer and without polluting either the ÿr or

the nearby Miami ÿverÿ they're turÿg it baÿ

into reusable metalÿ glass and paper fiber°

WOÿR ON Cÿ

TRASH INTO PIT

HYDROPULPER

PLANT

WORKERÿ

It helps me :if I want tO go out for a cookout
or something in my yaÿ when there's nothÿ
buÿIngÿ ,And people not hang tÿsh barreÿ
with the ÿds open and things like thatÿ  Soÿ
I guessÿ I thÿk every town should have one
myself°  It's a little more trouble oarrylng
your trash doÿ to the road but it Is worth i1ÿ

NARRATOR VOw, ,

The FrankLin plantÿ built by the Black Claÿson Coÿ

serves over 10ÿO00 people and recycles lOO tons of

trash a dayÿ

Basically ÿ it f s pÿlping the garbage together wiÿ

waterÿ then separating out the valuable materials

for reuse in new pzoductsÿ  This in place of an

open buÿng dump and overflowing landfillÿ

LYE OÿK ON Oÿ

GÿSS FAÿNG

LYLE COOKÿ

Someday we are all going to zÿ out of a
place to put our garbage and if every eOÿhutÿ
doesn't have somethÿg like Frankllnÿ I think
they're in troubleÿ

NARÿTÿ VOÿ

The Franklin plant not oÿy reelaiÿ old gÿss but

separates it ÿUtO elearÿ ember 8rid green shaÿse



VIBRATING  COÿ!EYOÿS Glass manufacturers will only buy waste glass

when separatedÿ so this will help Franklin's

glass operation turn a profitÿ

FRED BYER5 ON CAMERA FRED BYER%

kÿd to me it seems ÿke the uÿimate solutione
kÿen they get the riÿrs filled upÿ when they
get the land filled upÿ with this burying
problemÿwhere do we go from hereÿ  This %b me
seems to be the solution for the entiÿ world
because I know we are not the only ones who
have this probleraÿ

PAPER RECYCLING NARRATOR VOÿ

Afterÿthe metal and glass have been removedÿ

paperÿmaking fibers are separated out°  They can

be reused in new paper and in Cardboard boxesÿ

RIVER 2nÿJ WORIÿR VO   :

I work here at a little paperÿill across the river

and before they put that inÿ they drained all the

color out into the river and you could just about

tell what color of paper we were running by looking

at the riverÿoÿ

2ndWORKER ON CAMERA and since they put that inÿ they have done
aÿywith all of that°

GEORGE  BOULLÿN  ON  CAMERA GEORGE BOUL!AIN

It also prevents breeding places for maay of
the insects and bugs that cause all the health
problemsÿ

DRÿ  JEAN NOCKON  CAMERA Rÿ JEAN NECK%

Tha$'s rightÿ our diarrhea has slowed down a lotÿ
We have nothing like the diarrheas we used to
have in the summertÿeo  Weÿ Iÿd say about i/IOth
of the infant diarrheaÿ we used to havee



SÿAGE 'rÿÿT

•               ,    ,                           a         oquid wastgs are pumped to the  djoÿg sewage

PLÿT SHOTS

PÿLLIP ROBINSON ON CAMERA

EDITH  HFÿRNANDEZ  ON  Cÿ2ÿRA

COUNTRY SHOTS

treatment plantÿ ,aleÿed ÿd then pumped ÿ

the Black Clawson plant to be used againÿ as clean

water in the recycling processÿ

of the-plant's nonrecyclable rejects are burned€

The ÿxhaustgases from this process are cÿeaned

and diseiÿa, rged as nonpoXluting white steÿo

At this point there just arenVt enough markets

for the plant's recycled goodsÿ  And if people

woÿd be .ÿd]fling to seParate their garbage before

they throw it outÿ a large part of the cost of

recycling it coÿd be saved€

But the, unique,ÿhing about Franklin is that its
'  people are.-begÿg to llve ÿanunpollutedÿ

.ecologicallysound envirÿnmento

DI3H

You knowÿ we will not take everything for
grantedÿ  This casually throwing bottles
into the trash eanÿ throwing the newspapers
in the garbageÿ  We will think of things€
We ÿbring it to fuÿ circleÿ  As it isÿ
we Just 'went half circleÿ  What happened to
the jar afterwardsÿ we .didn't care€  Now we
will bring it to the full ÿirele¢  We ÿdÿlÿ
thiÿ of that Jar fÿm the moment it was
createdÿ when the rmyonaiÿe ,ÿ,s put in itÿ
when we Used the mayonaiseÿ  Nowÿ we will
think of some disposition to make that Jar
useful  It's just bringing it full olroleÿ

PHILLIP ROBINSON ÿ

ight nowÿ I think if we donÿt come ÿongÿth
some idea llke this that maybe we won't bear
the resultsÿ but futÿz,e generationsoo¢



CHILDREN

COUNTRYSIDE

jAPAN DUMP SHOTS

oÿmy children and their children are the ones

who will suffer what we donÿt do nowÿ

NARRATOR VOÿ

If Franklinÿ Ohioÿ can begin to recycle its wasteÿ

then other small toÿensÿ even in countries just

beginning to develop industriallyÿ can do it tooÿ

Because if their problems of limited resources

and waste disposal haven't yet become criticalÿ

they soon willÿ

Many industrialized countries are suffering from

resource starvation in the midst of their own

waste°  The ecological cycle of use and reuse has

broken down°  Wehre taken away from the earth and

not put back°  But that basic cycle must he

restoredÿ  Recycling cau help people reuÿ what

they can no longer afford to throw away.  But are

people and their governments wllling to rearrange

currently profitable industrial systems to encourage

the use of recycled goods?  Are consumers going to

demand them?  Are communitÿes going to build new

recycling plants?  Is over-packaging going to stop?

Will this generation make sensible ecological

decisions that can help save the environment ?

Only if we can act on these questions now, will

there be enough resourcesÿ both raw and recycledÿ

for all of us from now ono

SUPER END CREDITS               Right nowÿ at leastÿ itts still up to usÿ
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